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In crime novels, there’s often a point where the detective turns up at a murder scene 
and one of  the uniforms says ‘A dog-walker found the body.’

That’s because it happens. Twenty-three per cent of dead bodies left in public 
spaces are found by dog-walkers. Not that I found that out until later.

My watch said 01:41. I’d left Miss Grosgrain at quarter to one, gone home, had 
a glass of wine, gone out with Daisy. I work unsocial hours. I often walk Daisy late at 
night.

The street lights around here have been switched to part-night operation as an 
economy measure. There are signs saying so on every lamp post. They turn off just 
before one. We’re used to walking in the dark.

On Botts Way there’s a grassed area, the kind of open space that developers put 
on their estates to add ‘amenity’ to the houses. Parents never let their kids play there.

In the middle of the grassed area there’s a body, face up in the dim starlight. A 
young guy, late teens or early twenties. Jeans, T-shirt. Much blood. Stabbed, I guess. 
Eyes open, brown. There’s a thin fuzz of hair on his chin. Close-cropped hair with a 
widow’s peak. Full lips, nose just a little too wide for the face. A small mole on the right 
hand side of  his face, near his nostril.

I have my mobile phone. I take pics, just in case of... something. I don’t know 
what, exactly. I lean over the guy, make sure he’s not still breathing. I call the police. 
And wait.

First car on the scene is unmarked. The guy who talks to me is  a detective, I 
think. He takes my name and address, sends me on my way like some rubbernecker. 
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Being The Person Who Found The Body doesn’t appear to give me any special 
status. Not as a witness. Not even as a suspect. It’s as though this is an already-known 
body the detective just hadn’t got around to dealing with.

I walk slowly and stop often, 
letting Daisy nose in garden 
hedges. Mice and frogs are 
her thing, not dead humans, 
but stretching out the walk 
means I get to see what’s not 
there. No other cop cars 
arrive, no forensics or 
mortuary vans. No one sets 
up ‘police do not cross’ tape. 
At this time of night, people 
in the houses overlooking the 

green are asleep. As far as I can see, no one’s been disturbed by the death, no one’s up 
and about and peering through their curtains.

The local newspaper comes out three days later. The body is not a story. I figure 
the police are still investigating and there’s a reason for not telling the press.

After a week, the detective calls at my house. He tells me nothing happened. 
There was no body. Maybe I’d been drinking, or I was delusional. I shouldn’t mention 
it to anyone. 

The detective wears a suit and tie, with the tie loose around the collar of his 
shirt and the top button undone the way the younger detectives look on the TV cop 
shows. It’s supposed to make them look like someone who doesn’t follow procedure too 
closely. Life imitating movies, I suspect.

I arch one eyebrow. ‘You mean there’s a reason you don’t want the murder in 
the news?’

‘No comment.’ Then he reminds me I was delusional. Tells me there are laws 
to deal with people who are delusional. I point out I know about mental health laws, 
because it’s part of  my work. 

‘Not those laws,’ he says darkly.

Miss Grosgrain is in her eighties, never married, and her notes say she worked 
in local government all her life. She has a bunch of health problems including 
persistent insomnia. I’m employed by a care agency and she’s on my regular list. I see 
her every night around midnight. She has a nurse who sees her early in the evening, 
gets her into pyjamas and a dressing gown, gives her medication. My job is  to make 
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sure she’s had a snack and a drink, and check she’ll be OK going to bed. Partly, 
whatever the paperwork says, I’m there just to keep her company for a while.

I’ve met the nurse a few times. We have regular care package reviews where we 
discuss Miss Grosgrain’s needs and how well we’re meeting them. All the nurses I’ve 
ever met have something in them that’s obsessional and morbid. Miss Grosgrain’s 
nurse is no exception, so we get on well. Her thing is conspiracy theories, the kind that 
involve black ops and extraordinary rendition. And torture. She told me once she used 
to work with a human rights group, treating refugees who had injuries from torture. 
She told me how in that situation, you couldn’t trust anyone. People would turn up at 
the clinic claiming to be long-lost relatives or government officials or case workers for 
some other charity, and you never really knew who they were – except they were rarely 
who they claimed to be. Sometimes there were ambulance crews who said they’d been 
called to transfer a patient, but no one knew who’d called them or why.

Ten days on. Miss Grosgrain’s telling me, at midnight, how she watches all the true 
crime programmes on late night TV and what bollocks they are. She’s outspoken like 
that.

‘Where I grew up,’ she says, ‘there was a stabbing every few weeks and the 
police wouldn’t ever walk the streets on their own. All this stuff about how it was much 
better in the old days – no, it wasn’t. The only thing that’s different is the drugs. No 
one worried about drugs when the only people taking them were middle class. Things 
only changed once the working classes got into them.’

She’s unconventional like that. She once told me she took a civil service exam. 
She had to answer a question about the social and economic implications of people 
being able to live forever, provided they had access to a rare and expensive drug. 
Apparently the ‘right’ answer was that the drug should be restricted so that it was only 
available to politicians and captains of industry and certain reserved occuations that 
required lifelong training. It was the answer she gave, but it wasn’t the one she thought 
was right. It probably wasn’t supposed to radicalise her, but it seems to have been one 
of  those life-changing moments.

I mention in passing that I’d found a body. When she asks where I don’t see a 
reason to lie. She seizes the moment and asks for gory details.

‘You won’t know this,’ she says, ‘but saying I worked for the county council isn’t 
the whole truth. I was seconded to work in a department that collated police and 
coroners’ reports of deaths. We used to get some that were unbelievable. And, I might 
say, some that were flagged as not to be included in the statistics or any details 
released. We never knew who marked the files that way, it was above our pay grade. 
But we could guess.’
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She asks me to describe the victim. When I mention the mole by his nostril, she 
hisses in amazement.

‘I wish I could see a photo of  him. Just to confirm who it is.’

I admit I have a photo, and she almost physically twists my arm to see it.

‘It’s him again.’

‘Sorry?’ I’m not sure I heard that right.

‘Twenty-three years ago. The exact same place, the same description. Before 
that, in 1979. And in 1956, though the estate wasn’t built back then, it was just open 
fields. And in 1933 and 1910.’

‘How can the same person be killed at different times?’

She smiles at me, and it’s a pitying smile.

‘I remember the files because they were all flagged as secret. I don’t even know 
why I’m telling you this. You mustn’t tell anyone else. Though of course if you do, 
they’ll just say I have dementia. By 1992, the last death, we had all our records 
computerised. We never knew the man’s name but we had the post-mortem 
fingerprints, which flagged up the ’79 and ’56 deaths. Fingerprinting wasn’t routine in 
post-mortems of unidentified bodies until the 1940s, so prior to that we had to go on 
the physical descriptions in the reports.’

‘You’re telling me the same guy died on the exact same spot, at least three times 
and probably more?’

Miss Grosgrain nods. ‘Exactly so. And maybe many times before then as well.’

‘Surely that was just an error in digitising the files?’

‘We thought so at first. We’d brought in a company to transfer the records to 
computer, and we asked them to check. They confirmed that was what the paper files 
showed. So there was a review committee. And the strange thing about that? Half the 
people on the committee were from a department none of us had heard of. It didn’t 
even exist on internal telephone directories.’

‘You’re going to tell me the people from the non-existant department weren’t 
just concerned about the IT contract?’

‘It struck me they were more interested in keeping this thing under wraps. But 
they did want to know what else was in our record archive. I checked the files that 
hadn’t been computerised. There were similar cases going right back to 1820, just 
after the file series started. For all I know this has been going on, every 23 years, for a 
thousand or more years. And I’ll tell you something else. I think the people from the 
department knew that.’
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‘But you didn’t spot it until you started digitising the files. How could they have 
known?’

‘I have no idea. All I can say is, they had information we’d never recorded, 
sources we never knew about. Then or later. But I’ll tell you this. By 1992 we had 
DNA profiling, we had samples from the body. Reading between the lines, I’d say they 
had viable samples from previous bodies as well. And this time they’ll be checking to 
see if  the DNA’s the same as 1992. I’d wager it is.’

Miss Grosgrain is a sharp old bird. Her name’s appropriate because she really 
is sharp as mustard, with a with a streak of ghoulish humour. I guess that fits with 
working in a job where she collated coroners’ reports. She doesn’t get to talk to many 
people except me, her domiciliary worker and her nurse. So I’m tempted to dismiss 
her story as a wind-up.

Except it’s so impossible I’d almost like to believe it.

Except a few little things happen. The next couple of nights when I go home, I 
see the young detective at the end of my street. I figure he’s deliberately showing me 
he’s there because guys like him must have training to stay invisible if they want to be. 
Half an hour after I get home, I’m out walking Daisy. When we get home again, Daisy 
runs barking into the house like there’s something out of order. It’s only subtle stuff. 
Drawers not as a fully closed as I’d left them. Papers neatly squared up on my desk 
rather than slightly messy, the way I’d put them down.

Scare tactics.

I wonder if he really is a detective. I can’t see why a detective would want to 
search my place without pulling me in for questioning. If he’s not a detective – that 
opens up some of  the conspiracy theory options I’d been sceptical about.

The third night he’s there, I have fun with it. A saucer of talcum powder 
balanced between the top of a door and the architrave. In the bottom drawer of my 
desk, among random old electrical items I find a rape alarm. Not mine: it belonged to 
my ex-wife. It’s the kind that works when a pin is pulled out of a socket. It still works 
OK. I find an old box file, tape the alarm to the inside of the box and the tape on the 
pin to the inside of the box lid. Leave it on my lounge table. I put a pile of old notes 
from some training course on my desk – and then turn on the camera on my antique 
laptop, sync it to my mobile phone.

The Daisy-walk this time is just to the end of the road before doubling back 
through an alley. I’m close enough to the house to hear the rape alarm go off, and 
watch via my mobile phone as two guys, neither of them the detective, go through the 
pile of notes on my desk. One has talcum powder on the shoulders of his  jacket and 
moves around in his own personal cloud of the stuff. It’s  nice to know the old tricks 
still work.
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The detective, it turns out, is sitting in his car. He’s parked on a side street I don’t 
normally walk down. I’m standing twenty metres behind him when the two goons 
come out of my front door. They climb into the car and the detective drives away. He’s  
focused on what he’s doing, expecting me to be walking Daisy on our regular route. I 
don’t think he sees me.

When I go home Daisy barks again, warning that something’s wrong. Of 
course it is. I’ve provoked them into smashing the rape alarm and being irritated 
enough to trash my place, so I win. In a way. I needed to vacuum the place anyway, so 
a little talc on the floor is a small price to pay. Plus I have the video of them, and I take 
pics of shoe prints in the talc before I tidy up. I assume they’d have been careful about 
not leaving fingerprints.

But here’s the thing. If nothing had happened after I found the body, no one 
contacted me about it and there wasn’t the kind of surveillance that’s supposed to be 
intimidating, I’d have thought nothing of it. It’s the fact they want me to know I’m 
being watched that raises my suspicions. I’m just not sure what to be suspicious of, 
because Miss Grosgrain’s version is still too much like a bad horror movie to ring true.

I don’t mention any of this to Miss Grosgrain. That would be unprofessional. She’s 
elderly and she has her own problems. I also think there’s no point in either believing 
or not believing her story, because there’s only one part of it I can confirm: I found a 
body. The technical term for the rest of it, I think, is a ‘fabulation’: a narrative that 
spins into a detailed, obsessive conspiracy-theory fantasy.

‘It was a different cause of death each time,’ she tells me. She’s been thinking 
about her story, elaborating it. ‘Your man was stabbed. The one I was involved with in 
1992, he’d been shot. The gun was never traced. Before that, it was blunt force 
trauma; poisoning and internal injuries with bleach; one who’d been strangled but 
they never found what with; one of the early cases was believed to have been dumped 
there, having been run down by horses. And there was never a conviction, not even a 
suspect, in any of  them. What do you make of  that?’

‘I dunno. That the police thought investigating an unknown person’s murder 
was a waste of time? From what I’ve read, at one time they’d have pushed for it to be 
ruled as misadventure or suicide, because the death of a stranger wouldn’t have been 
seen as a big deal.’

Miss Grosgrain looks over her spectacles at me. Abruptly, she changes the 
subject.

‘If I were you, I’d disappear at this point. Who knows what might happen, if 
government departments that don’t officially exist get involved in the case?’
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She tells me how people do that – how criminals do it but also how undercover 
police do it. Birth and death certificates aren’t correlated, so you find someone born 
about the same year as you and who died young, preferably as a baby. You apply for a 
copy of the birth certificate and then use that to leverage other forms of ID. It takes a 
while to build a complete identity with a credit history and so on. However, for the 
purposes of  simply disappearing, it’s a quick fix.

I ask why she thinks I might need to disappear. I get a disapproving look, like I 
should have worked that out by now.

The next night I find her in an uncharacteristically effusive mood, which appears to 
be down to having persuaded the daytime domiciliary help to bring her some sherry 
from the local convenience store.

‘Do you know about the World Economic Forum? The one that takes place in 
Davos each year?’

‘I know it happens,’ I reply. ‘World leaders and top business bosses discussing 
how to keep the rest of  us in line.’

‘Oh, it’s more than that. They have experts from different fields and publish 
annual reports on global risks. They only started to write them ten years ago, well after 
I retired, but they’re compulsive reading. What intrigues me is that among all the 
assessments of whether wars and famines are likely, they have “X-factors” in the 
reports. They’re things no one much thinks about, but if any of them happened they’d 
be a great deal of  bother.’1

‘Such as?’

‘Well... if we were contacted by aliens, it might cause religious wars. Most 
religions except Buddhists think God is only for humans. They discuss ideas such as 
irreversible climate change and artificial cognitive enhancement for a small elite group. 
But some of the “what if ” discussions around Davos go even further. Time travel. If 
that was possible you’d have every major world power trying to change history. More 
than they do already by manipulating the media. Scientific proof of spirits or 
reincarnation. Imagine the commercial and military intelligence possibilities of ghosts 
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or demons or succubi or whatever. Imagine the problems you might face if you could 
be proved to be the reincarnation of a Nazi war criminal. Or even of Oppenheimer 
or Midgley.’

‘Midgley?’

‘Arguably the biggest mass murderer in history. Not that he knew his idea of 
putting lead in petrol would have that effect.’

I get what she’s telling me. She’s saying the dead guy, the sequence of dead 
guys, constitutes an X-factor. That’s why someone, somewhere, is determined to keep 
it quiet. 

Imagination is a wonderful thing. I 
invent scenarios around the death based on 
the need to prevent a Second, Third, 
Fourth, Fifth or Nth Coming. However, 
Botts Way seems an unlikely venue for such 
things. Alternatively, based on the regular 
and predictable appearance of an alien, 
diarised and acted upon by some X-Factor 
Prevention Agency that these days has 
probably been spun off from central 
government and contracted out to a 
security company specialising in deniable 
operations. Alternatively, based on a 
murder carried out at some point in the far 
future where the body has been disposed of 
via a chronoclastic shift.2  Maybe a glitch 
means it self-replicates every 23 years, and 
specialist time police have to clear up each 
time.

That last one is  unlikely, though, because 
the bodies wore clothes appropriate for the 
time they were found. Their stomach 
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contents showed they’d been eating foods that were normal for those times. So Miss 
Grosgrain told me before she went to bed feeling, as she put it, more than a little 
squiffy.

There’s an ambulance outside Miss Grosgrain’s place. It’s not a regular ambulance; 
one of the black, discreet ones the coroner uses to transport the dead. The young 
‘detective’ is  there as well, looking like he’s supervising. I notice there are no uniforms 
in evidence – police uniforms, that is. I walk up to the house anyway.

He won’t let me into the house, won’t let me see the body. Won’t comment on 
apparent cause of  death.

I tell him I’m her carer, my employers will need to confirm the death with him. 
I ask for his contact details. He waves me away impatiently.

I didn’t expect anything else.

My supervisor calls me into his office. There’s a young woman with him. 
Shoulder length hair, thin nose. She’s trying to project an air of authority, like she’s 
recently done training on investigation procedures. It comes across as passive-
aggressive hostility.

‘Shelley from Social Services,’ my supervisor says. ‘Wants to ask some questions 
about your Miss Grosgrain.’

Shelley explains she became involved due to lack of a will, no relatives 
traceable, need to notify pensions and benefits. Her questions are these. 

Did Miss Grosgrain ever mention any relatives? No.

Do I know who paid her pension? No, and there was no reason for me to know. 
She said she’d worked in local government. Surely they already had this stuff on file 
when they contracted us to provide care?

Do I know who she really was?

It turns out Grosgrain was not her name. It turns out Adele Grosgrain died as 
an infant, eighty-odd years ago.

Until that point I hadn’t known her given name was Adele.

Shelley goes hostile on us, threatening to investigate me, my supervisor and the 
company for fraud. The fact our first contact with Miss Grosgrain was a referral from 
Social Services makes no difference to her. My supervisor and I share a glance that 
says we both think this is an exercise in blame-shifting, because they didn’t spot any of 
this until now.
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We let Shelley vent her hostility. When she stands up I realise she has rather 
nice legs. Legs that go almost to the ceiling. That’s a trick of perspective because we’re 
on those low Scandinavian style armchairs that institutions use in their waiting rooms 
and staff coffee lounges, so her knees are at my eye level and I have to pull my neck all 
the way back to see her face.

Also she has expensive boots with stiletto heels and a slightly futuristic design 
with embossed details and very slim pockets on them. I reckon they’d cost around a 
month’s salary. My salary anyway. I wonder if she really is from Social Services. I’ve 
stopped taking these things for granted.

I’m out with Daisy. It’s  00.45, earlier than previously because I not longer have a 
late-night appointment to check on Adele Grosgrain. Or whoever she was. No wonder 
she could tell me about how to fabricate an identity.

I still can’t decide what she really knew, and what was fantasy spun out from a 
dark sense of humour. Spun out because she knows everyone’s paranoid and at the 
same time, we all know something’s out there waiting to get us.

Daisy and I walk along Beech Tree Road. The street lamps have all been 
switched to part-night operation. They don’t all go out at once. The timings are 
phased. Each lamp switches off just before we get to it, so we’re walking along with a 
trail of darkness behind us. We reach the corner where we turn left onto Botts Way. 
We’re a hundred metres from the green open space where the body was. Daisy stops, 
refuses to walk that way. Ears and nose twitch, and she growls softly. Warning. Danger.

Botts Way has a slight curve to it, so I can’t see the open area from where I’m 
standing. It takes me a minute to see what Daisy’s already sensed. There’s a car parked 
on the road about ten metres before the open space starts. I guess someone’s in the car, 
because someone else is standing next to it, leaning into the driver’s window like 
they’re having a conversation.

I get the impression the car belongs to the young detective. The tall figure next 
to it is Shelley, the social worker.

When Daisy doesn’t want to go somewhere, she’s 17 kilos of muscle that feels like 
a ton to move. But she’s happy enough to make a right turn, away from the open space 
and towards Buckingham Drive. 

All the street lights have switched off. We walk in darkness.

This being suburbia, when we get to the junction with Buckingham Drive 
there’s a footpath directly ahead of us with wide, grassed verges. Daisy pulls on her 
lead, taking me towards it.

‘Good girl!’ The voice in the shadows is talking to Daisy.
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The voice in the shadows belongs to Miss Grosgrain’s nurse. 

‘You’re not being paranoid enough,’ she says. ‘Everyone seems to know where 
to find you.’ She pats Daisy on the head. ‘It’s just as well you have a dog that looks out 
for you.’

It occurs to me that Daisy is  a guide dog for someone, me, who’s evidently blind 
to the need for paranoia.

‘What would they have done if  I’d walked towards them?’

The nurse shrugs. ‘They probably wouldn’t have killed you. They don’t kill 
without very good reason, and if they had a good reason they’d have done it by now 
anyway. Maybe sprayed you with an aerosol cocktail of hallucinogens and left you for 
someone else to find? Basically, whatever would be enough to turn you into an 
unreliable witness with a medical record of delusional thoughts. Doing it at the one 
spot you walk past every night? The spot where you found the body? I can see the 
logic and the symbolism.’

‘By the way,’ she continues, ‘Miss Grosgrain thought you didn’t take her 
seriously enough. The things she said about getting a new identity. She wanted me to 
give you this package if  anything happened to her.’

It’s a padded envelope. I open it, examine the contents using the torch built into 
my mobile phone. The contents are: birth certificate, driving licence (how did she get 
my picture for the licence?), national insurance registration card, qualifications that 
match the ones I legitimately have, and passport. All in a name I’ve never seen before. 
Also a wad of  banknotes, a key, and an address handwritten on a slip of  paper.

‘Apparently,’ the nurse says, ‘the databases have been hacked so electronic 
records match the paperwork. She was always thorough like that. So if I were you,’ she 
continues, ‘I’d move to the new address and start a new life straight away. Don’t go 
home. Don’t go back to work. Take the advice she gave you. Set up a spare identity, 
just in case.’

‘It sounds like you’re part of this whole thing. You must know who the dead guy 
was? Who killed him, and why? Who Miss Grosgrain really was?’

‘No, no and no. That stuff ’s way above my initiation level. And, by the way, I 
have my own relocation package. Giving you the envelope was my last job here.’

She turns on one heel and walks away quickly, taking a path that winds through 
trees. Three seconds and she’s gone without a trace.

Initiation level. The phrase has undercurrents of freemasonry, occult groups and 
online fantasy gamers. I resent the implication that I, in fact almost everyone, is  living 
inside someone else’s fantasy – or their conspiracy. Except, of course, in a lot of ways 
that’s the truth. We’ve just got so used to it, it feels normal. Even if we don’t really 
know whose fantasy or conspiracy it is.
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Despite the package of ID papers, I feel a sense of resentment. I don’t know 
what kind of a situation I’ve walked into. If Miss Grosgrain had the capacity to hack 
government databases, or knew people who could do it… If she and unknown others 
were some kind of organisation, plot or conspiracy… If the detective and the social 
worker are part of something equally secretive… I’m way off my mental map of how 
the world is supposed to work, and resentment seems to be an appropriate emotion.

I look down at Daisy. She looks back at me. Her eyes flash a luminous green, 
reflecting the lights of a taxi on the road just ten metres away. She moves forward half 
a pace and stops, nose pointing towards the taxi. She grunts quietly a couple of times 
in approval. We walk back to the road, watch three drunk people stagger from taxi to 
house. The taxi backs up, turns around. It’s time to decide. Time to bet on normality 
reasserting itself, or on there being an X-factor that changes what normality means as 
soon as you even suspect the factor exists.

Like many things in life, it’s a decision based on too little information and a 
healthy level of impulsivity. And, this time, not on paranoia but on well-founded 
suspicions. And on the hope that sooner or later, I’ll be able to voice my resentment to 
someone who will understand why I feel it.

I take Daisy’s advice. I choose the X-factor.
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